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Whether your lifestyle includes owning, riding or just 

appreciating the horse’s beauty, the equestrian decor 

shown here, plus candid images from the field and 

arena,  will capture your heart. From hunter/jumper 

and polo, to racing, dressage, driving and saddleseat, 

elements celebrating the various disciplines of horse 

sports can become an integral part of home design. 

Riding gear and loving cups, beautiful paintings and 

sculptures, Staffordshire china and country French toile 

all pay homage to this majestic animal. Horses and Homes 

beautifully shows how to establish an equestrian interior 

design for horse lovers of every persuasion.  

Jenifer Jordan has been an interior architectural photog-

rapher for twenty-five years. She has photographed five 

books, including Charles Faudree’s French Country Sig-

nature, Charles  Faudree’s Country French Living, Charles 

Faudree’s Interiors, and Modern Country. Jordan’s photo-

graphs have also appeared in design magazines such as 

Traditional Home and Southern Accents. For over forty 

years, she has loved horses. She lives with her two dogs 

and two horses in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and Shelby, Texas.
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This elegant 
western-style dining room 

brings to mind wagon wheels 

with its spoked dining chairs 

and primitive table. A hanging 

chandelier of antlers and a 

cowboy-themed oil painting 

reinforce the western décor.
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 is one of the oldest games 

played on horseback, originating in China 

over two thousand years ago. it is played 

with a ball and mallet, typically with four 

players on each team. since the migration 

of polo from China to America in the 1870s, 

polo has become an international horse 

sport that is represented all over the world.

Bernie and Annie Uechtritz grew up 

riding horses, he in Papua new guinea 

and Australia, and she in Texas. now that 

they have children, Bernie and Annie are 

passing their love of horses and polo on to 

the next generation. Fulfilling their dream,  

Annie and Bernie found property that in-

cluded a main house, a guest house, a barn, 

and plenty of room for their polo horses. A 

newly remodeled mudroom maintains the 

family’s polo boots, mallets, and helmets, 

while artfully exhibiting the family’s love 

and enthusiasm for the sport.

Polo
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Bill Mullen’s great room is elegant yet comfortable. An oil painting 

of a scotsman hangs over the cast-stone fireplace made by local 

Tulsa artist, Jim kelly, and proudly oversees the living space. The 

country French side chairs made by Masters Custom woodcraft 

are covered with Marquis fabric called “gladiateur,” so named 

because the horse pictured on the fabric is the gladiateur who 

won the english Triple Crown in l865. A beautiful design choice 

in Bill’s home is his antique pine coffee table with a horse bronze 

and a nineteenth-century match striker he purchased in london. 

Bookshelves provide an interesting way to display Bill’s beauti-

ful antique horse plates, placing them symmetrically alongside 

leather-bound books and staffordshire figurines.
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is a great way 

to gather new collections or to com-

plete existing ones. Antique fairs and 

flea markets often provide an amaz-

ing selection of horse accouterment 

that is perfect for home décor: games, 

rugs, and tins, as well as tableware, 

prints, and decorative staffordshire 

figurines.  

Antiquing


